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65 Years young

CA(SA) | Bcom (Hons), Wits

CFO | Non-Executive Director

MEMBER  | YLC Partnerships Committee
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Ms Mtoba is a chartered accountant with an extensive career in business and -

community engagement in South Africa. In addition, she brings valuable -

sustainability and environmental experience. Ms Mtoba is passionate about issues

of social justice, women, education, skills development, youth and anti-

corruption. Her current boards include board member and audit committee chair

of Discovery Bank Limited; board member of South 32 Limited and Chair of

Council of University of Pretoria.

She is a co-founder member of TEACH South Africa. TEACH South Africa is a -

national programme that seeks to improve quality of education and learner

outcomes, through effective teaching in the classroom.

Ms Mtoba joined Deloitte and Touche South Africa in 1988, specialising in

financial services. She became one of the first African Black women to be

appointed as a Partner by one of the Big Four accounting firms and was later

appointed the first African woman Deputy Chairman and then Chairman of -

Deloitte Southern Africa.

Ms Mtoba has been a member of the IMF Advisory Group of Sub-Saharan

Africa (AGSSA), the World Economic Forum Global Advisory Council, the B20

Financing Growth and Infrastructure Task Force and the B20 Transparency Task

Team. She was also the first woman president of the Association for the

Advancement of Black Accountants of Southern Africa.

Additionally, she has served as board member and Chair of the Investment -

Committee of the Public Investment Corporation Limited, President of Business -

Unity South Africa, and board member of the Public Accountants and Auditors

Board, the South African Institute of Chartered Accountants, the New Partnership

for Africa’s Development Business Foundation and African Union Foundation.

Ms Mtoba is engaged in the regional and global community. She is an inaugural

and former board member of the United Nations Global Compact.

ABOUT

Firstly, think hard!

Thinking is free. Pre-plan and run the scenarios until they resonate with you and

what you would like to achieve. Try to figure out what the impact of what you

decide to do is going to be first before you proceed to do it. Because that costs

nothing, but will prevent you from making mistakes you cant take back, or even

help you enhance your ideas so they are better when you implement them.

Second of all, work hard!

Nothing good came from taking it easy. You need to put in the hard hours,

rework the ideas and perfect your skillset whilst building a reputation as a true

professional at what you commit to do.

Lastly, learn from what you do!

Assess the result, learn from the impact, modify how you do it again, then go

ahead and re-implement and reassess. Keep on the path of continuous learning

and remeasurement to improve your output.

ADVICE TO YLC CANDIDATES



48 Years young

CA(SA) | Bcom (Hons), UCT

CFO | Non-Executive Director

MEMBER  | Chairperson
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Tryphosa is the founding executive director of Magommake Pty Ltd, a consulting

company. She is a qualified and registered Chartered Accountant (CA) with

extensive experience in the financial services and various other key economic

sectors. She has made and continues to make a significant contribution in the

public sector, banking and financial services, mining, and manufacturing and

aviation industries through the various leadership and management roles.

As PPC CFO, Tryphosa played a critical role in the company’s expansion into the

African continent, specifically in Zimbabwe, Botswana, DR Congo, Ethiopia, and

Rwanda. As an executive responsible for overall oversight and monitoring of the

company’s financial performance and balance sheet, Tryphosa has ensured that

these investments do not have adverse impact on the financial performance and

sustainability of the PPC Group. This was achieved through such measures as -

market capitalisation of the business.

Tryphosa has, prior to joining PPC, occupied senior executive positions and

directorships in key strategic companies and the SA government (Treasury). She

was previously CFO for SAA and WIPHOLD. She currently holds board positions

at The Solidarity Fund and IWFSA.

Past directorships include SAA, DBSA, WIPHOLD, Landbank, Airports Company,

Board of Auditors of African Union, SA Express, Public Accountants and Auditors

board. She previously has also held the positions of President of Absip and

AWCA.

Tryphosa boasts a BCom Degree and a Post-Graduate Diploma in Accounting

from the University of Cape Town.

Tryphosa has always been very passionate about the development of young

professionals. YLC provides her with the opportunity to identify talent, develop,

and nurture it into the effective leadership society requires.

ABOUT

My advice to the YLC candidates is – take responsibility.

There is only one person that understands what you want, and that is yourself.

Again, there is only one person that understands how to go about achieving your

desires, which is only you.

So take responsibility for your life and live it.

ADVICE TO YLC CANDIDATES



40 Years young

CA(SA) | Bcom (Hons), Wits

CFO | Non-Executive Director

MEMBER  | YLC Partnerships Committee
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Bridget is an experienced executive and proven business leader with a successful

record in helping businesses entrench sound financial processes, transformation

and governance. Bridget leverages her multidisciplinary skill set , strategic

leadership style and solid, practical understanding of both private and listed

client environments in a variety of industries to deliver results. She is a Chartered

Accountant (SA) and holds a BCom Degree from the University of the

Witwatersrand and an Accounting Honours degree from the University of

KwaZulu-Natal.

She is currently independent non-executive director and chairman of the audit

and risk committee of Imperial Logistics Limited, Assupol and A2X Markets

Proprietary Limited. She also serves on the audit and risk committee of the

International Women’s Forum (South Africa).

In 2017 Bridget took on the role of Group CFO of Motsepe’s Ubuntu-Botho

Investments and was appointed to the board and sub-committees of African

Rainbow Capital Investments Limited since its listing on the JSE in 2017. She

served as shareholder representative and non-executive director for African

Rainbow Capital on the boards of Alexander Forbes Group Holdings Limited and

Colourfield Liability Solutions Proprietary Limited.

Prior to this, Bridget had an extensive career at Deloitte where she was an audit

partner. In this role she led multi-disciplinary engagement teams servicing JSE

listed clients in geographies spanning Africa, Europe and America. Her included

amongst others, Imperial Holdings Limited, PPC Limited and Iliad Africa Limited

as well as other large listed corporations in the manufacturing, logistics and retail

sectors.

Her passion for developing people and sowing back what she has reaped to

bring others along on the journey of success, is the primary reason for her

involvement in the YLC initiative.

ABOUT

It has always been drummed into me from my early days articling at Deloitte

that I must always think of myself as a brand that I am offering to the world and

therefore what my unique proposition in any situation would be to differentiate

me above the rest of the pack. Because of this my motto in life is “The best

investment YOU can make is in BRAND YOU!” What that means for me personally

is that I constantly innovate and improve my offering as a professional and

individual, paying close attention to the lens through which the world views me. I

bring passion and creativity to every situation I am exposed to and allow these

to be the fuel for my ambition and energetic enthusiasm.

My advice; therefore, is be passionate about everything you do. Give it your all

in hard work and intellect and allow it to hone your brand to perfection.

Secondly, in investing in your own brand be mindful that outstanding

professionals are those who are preparing themselves not for the comfortable

predictability of yesterday, but for the realities of today and the fantastic

possibilities of tomorrow. So surround yourself with diverse, innovative and

courageous people and learn to emulate their good qualities and be mindful of

that which does not resonate with you so you consciously craft the best version of

you.

Finally, bring the uniqueness of your brand to every environment and make sure

you leave your own indelible mark on people, organisations and moments in your

history.

ADVICE TO YLC CANDIDATES



47 Years young

MBA

SENIOR DIRECTOR | Non-Executive Director

MEMBER  | YLC Partnerships Committee
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Charmaine has over two decades of telecommunications experience working with

private and public sector organizations across Africa. She joined Cisco in March

2016 with several years’ experience as a Senior Executive in diverse and

transformative roles with high profile leading ICT companies. Charmaine leads

Cisco’s Africa growth strategy, regulatory, government relations and public policy

efforts across Africa .

Charmaine serves as Chair of the South African Communications Forum

association. She currently serves on the Advisory Board of the Global Broadband

Plan for Refugees Project whose objective is to meet the broadband connectivity

goal set by the United Nations High Commission on Refugees (UNHCR).

Charmaine serves on the Presidential Commission on the Fourth Industrial

Revolution under President Cyril Ramaphosa in South Africa. She chairs the Policy

and Law reform workstream of the Presidential 4IR commission. She serves on the

advisory board of ZASpace a local platform to bolster the competitiveness of

South Africa’s burgeoning space industry. She is a board member on the Cisco

local board and as a trustee of the charitable trust board headquartered in San

Jose.

She holds a MBA qualification.

She is passionate about transformation and the advancement of the ICT sector

especially women in the sector and is the recipient of several business awards in

recognition of her vision, leadership and achievements in the ICT sector. She is a

cofounder of the SA Women in ICT forum and acts as an advisor to the newly

appointed Board.

ABOUT

Jessica Ainscough said ''don't let someone dim your lights because its shining in

their eyes‘’. I believe in showing up daily and being the best version of myself

that the situation requires. There are times in the workplace when you will not

always bump across someone who looks or sounds like you or who can relate to

your journey and imposter syndrome may hit you hard when you least expect it

to. The trick is to dig deep , even when you don’t feel like it and find the source

of your inspiration and keep moving.

Find yourself a mentor, a coach, a sponsor who believes in your vision and who

will work with you to always deliver the best version of you. Remember that your

super power is that there is only one you and no once can be you. The VUCA

(volatility, uncertainty, complexity, ambiguity) leadership approach is required

now more than ever to remind us to remain curious, to completely reimagine our

future. Now is the time to recreate ourselves through collaboration, partnerships,

unlearning and relearning. Be guided by the words of the Roman philosopher

Seneca who said, “The Fates guide those who go willingly; those who do not, they

drag.”

ADVICE TO YLC CANDIDATES



36 Years young

MSc Corp Fin, University of Liverpool

CEO | Non-Executive Director

MEMBER  | YLC Mentorship Committee
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Zimkhitha Zatu is a Chartered Accountant who qualified in 2008 from Wits

University. After completing articles at KPMG she joined the Industrial

Development Corporation (“IDC”). as a Business Analyst and in 2010 she was

promoted to Account Manager in the Metals, Transport and Machinery products

business giving her the opportunity to be able to lead due diligence teams.

In 2012 she joined PPC Ltd (“PPC”) as a Financial Manager for the RSA Cement

business and was later promoted to the position of Executive Manager: Office of

the CFO. While at PPC she participated in PPC’s R6 billion DMTN programme,

Habesha (Ethiopia) acquisition (R600 million), BEE refinancing (R2.7 billion),

CIMERWA’s (Rwanda) acquisition and PPC’s acquisition of Pronto and Safika

amongst other deals.

Post PPC she joined Standard Bank to launch a new division targeting

entrepreneurs and accountants. From 2017, she focused on her entrepreneurial

ambitions and is currently a shareholder in a rail infrastructure holding company.

In 2020 she completed her Masters in Corporate Finance from the University of

Liverpool.

She currently serves as a Non Executive Director of Sun International Ltd,

Grindrod Ltd and SAFCOL

ABOUT

Growing up, I had always wanted to become great. Great at all things that I

involve myself in. It is easy to feel like you are not great, and those times will

happen often. Greatness is something you feel inside. If you work hard and push

yourself, you will reach your destiny. These things do not come easy, but they

come if you continue to push like the great leader and person you are.

My advice therefore would be to keep your eye on the ball and never back

down on what you are truly passionate about and love.

Secondly, make sure that you respect everyone around you and the work you put

out there. Respect is something people do not have and the lack of, is always

evident in the end results. If you respect yourself and those around you, your

environment will reciprocate the energy you give off.

Finally, it is important to remember that there can only be one of you. You are a

brand and your brand image is very important. Your reputation matters a lot.

Always keep a clean and positive reputation. Your surrounds play a big part of

your brand and where you are going in life.

ADVICE TO YLC CANDIDATES



38 Years young

CA(SA) | B Compt (CTA) Unisa

FUND MANAGER | Non-executive Director

MEMBER  | YLC Mentorship Committee
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Pumla is currently a Fund Manager at Visio Fund Management. Previously she

held the roles of Head of Finance and Executive Associate to the CFO at

Discovery Health, running with the strategic financial management of new

projects. She is a qualified Chartered Accountant with financial services

experience in equity research and portfolio management; financial management

and reporting as well as external audit. An experienced financial and investment

professional, Pumla lived and worked in Lagos, Nigeria during a four-month

secondment to the KPMG Nigeria office performing external audits and

International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) advisory.

In 2015, she completed the Captains of Industry Management Programme at

Henley Business School as well as a Board leadership course at Duke University

(Corporate Education). She has also completed a post-graduate Emerging

Markets and Country Risk Analysis summer study course at Fordham University in

New York, USA where she came at the top of her class and her final paper was

published in the graduate program’s publication.

She serves on the Africa Women Chartered Accountant (AWCA) Board,

previously served on the South African Institute of Chartered Accountants (SAICA)

Members in Business Forum and Corporate Reporting User's Forum. She is a

member of the Investment Analyst Society (IAS) and the Association of Black

Securities and Investment Professionals (ABSIP).

A dedicated, energetic, hard-working, results-oriented individual who has

excellent inter-personal and communication skills and who, accordingly, has the

ability to operate effectively in any role, working either individually or in a team.

She believes that each person can truly make a difference by ploughing back

into their communities. Her passion for the development and upliftment of women

and the youth is the primary reason for her involvement in the YLC initiative.

ABOUT

The path to becoming a chartered accountant (CA), my chosen profession, is

laborious and there are so many variables along the way that can distract you

from the journey. As someone who had some speed bumps along the way and

was fortunate enough to have had the financial means and support structure to

succeed through it, I thought that it was important to be part of an organisation

that can support young women not only financially but also emotionally to reach

their true potential. This journey teaches you so much about yourself in terms of

resilience, strategy, persistence, discipline, determination and self awareness.

There is no short cut to success, it takes hard work.

My advice to YLC candidates, is to never dwell or be despondent in times of

failure, allow yourself a moment of self pity and then start again with a new

plan. Failure is key to success as it teaches you not to be complacent, gives you

an opportunity to rewrite your story and pushes you to never give up. Never

compromise on hard work and integrity!

A motto I live by is that once you have decided what you want, the universe will

conspire and lead you to the opportunities you desire. The trick is to recognise

them when they appear and grab them with both hands. Always remember to

continuously learn and evolve as there is no room for complacency if you want to

be at the top of your game.

ADVICE TO YLC CANDIDATES



37 Years young

CA(SA)

CFO | Non-Executive Director

MEMBER  | YLC Board Leadership Committee
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Buhle Hanise is the Chief Financial Officer of BAIC SA, an Automobile

Manufacturer. Buhle is an Independent Non-Executive Director at Transaction

Capital Limited, Outsurance Holdings Limited & Safcol Ltd. Buhle is also the

Deputy President of the African Women Chartered Accountants (“AWCA”).

As the CFO of BAIC SA, Buhle is the first contact person for the management and

the board on all financial & related matters of the new entrant in South Africa.

Buhle previously held position as a Senior Business Rescue Specialist at the IDC

where she enjoyed turning around distressed businesses and was also responsible

for implementing policies with systems & procedures relating to Business Rescue to

the organisation.

Being just a qualified CA was not enough for Buhle, she continued with her studies

and completed a Development Finance Programme from University of

Stellensbosch Business School, an Advanced Certificate in Insolvency Law and

Practice from UJ, Advanced Course in Business Rescue from the Law Society of SA

and GIBS Leadership Development Programme in association with SAICA. After

completing her Development Finance Programme, she became interested in

analysing the common market failures and imperfections identified in emerging

economies. As such, she obtained an Advanced Certificate in Emerging Markets

and Country Risk Analysis at Fordham University in New York, USA in 2014.

Buhle is a firm believer of Develop as she Leads which is why she formed part of

the YLC as this is a continuation of her Labour of Love job of being the Deputy

President of AWCA.

ABOUT

My Mission in life is to Live a Legacy whilst I am still alive.

As a young girl in the small town of the Eastern Cape called Mthatha, my parents

always instilled the belief in me that I can be anything I want to be...for me

nothing is impossible. My parents are my role models...I believe that role models

should be people you know and you can touch. They inspired me to be an

inspiration to others...and for me to do that, it starts with me being an inspiration

& role model to my own daughter.

I inspire others by displaying my passion for women and for women

advancement. My passion for supporting women is not only in ensuring they are

educated but also in making sure that they have sources of income either through

their professional environment or in their businesses. Their continued support

through their different journeys is very critical too.

To be an inspiration to others you must be authentic and follow your passion at all

times.

ADVICE TO YLC CANDIDATES



36 Years young

CA (SA) | ACMA (UK) / MBA)

CEO | Non-executive Director

MEMBER  | YLC Board Leadership Committee
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Zukie is the founding CEO of Siyotula Holdings, a 100% female-owned and 

managed company which focuses on advisory services and strategic investments 

in key economic sectors. She holds a CA (SA); ACMA(UK); MBA and Executive 

Programmes from Harvard, Insead and Oxford.

Zukie is a highly experienced executive with a proven track record as CEO and 

CFO. She has grown, transformed and turned around business in the public and 

private sector. Her drives. During her diverse 15 years of professional 

experience, she has held various leadership and management roles across 

various sectors including manufacturing, banking, insurance, private equity, oil 

and gas, mining and telecoms.

Zukie currently serves as a lead independent non-executive director, and serves 

on various board committees in the public and private sector including Wescoal

Mining, Bidvest Group, Conduit Group, Denel SOC, Toyota Financial Services, 

Ogilvy Mathers South Africa and the Nelson Mandela Children’s Hospital.

As the CEO of Thebe Capital, Zukie played a critical role in managing a large 

diverse portfolio of investments across various sectors and actively growing this 

portfolio through new acquisitions. Prior to joining the Thebe Group, Zukie held 

various senior positions at the Barclays Africa Group, Old Mutual Retail Mass, 

Royal Bafokeng Holdings and South African Breweries.

Prior directorships include Growthpoint Properties, Shell South Africa, Vodacom 

South Africa, Altech Netstar, Combined Motot Holdings, Safripol Chemicals, as 

well as Professional bodies ie ABSIP and AWCA.

She has been recognized by the World Economic Forum as a Young Global 

Leader. She is activist who is passionate about the leadership development and 

advancement of women.

ABOUT

I was raised with a deep level of consciousness and I am grateful that my parents

instilled a deep desire to strive for significance by making a difference and

having an impact beyond myself in everything that I do. This has driven me to live

a purpose driven life and dedicate myself to a servant leadership style that

takes others with me.

My advice is to find your passion and pursue it relentless by developing a very

strong brand of excellence and not be afraid to break glass ceilings and occupy

a meaningful seat at the table. This will require that you to believe in yourself

and dare to dream big.

Lastly, it is essential that you surround yourself with great mentors and sponsors

along the way. And to build strong and deep networks that will support your

dreams and accelerate you’re success.

ADVICE TO YLC CANDIDATES



39 Years young

Financial Information Systems (Diploma)(UNISA)

CEO

MEMBER  | YLC EntrepreneurshipCommittee
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Zanele Ntsibande is the founder and CEO at Lokuhle Trading
and Projects, a wooden door manufacturing company that
manufactures and supplies wooden doors to customers such
as Builders Warehouse, Motheo Construction Group and
Jacks Paint. She has a National Diploma in Financial
Information Systems, studied through UNISA. Zanele has been
an entrepreneur since 2007 where she founded Inkdat and
Stationers, an office consumables supply company. In 2008
she decided to start Lokuhle Trading and Projects in order to
expand into other markets.

In 2013 Zanele led Lokuhle Trading and Projects in being
chosen as one of SAB Kickstart top 10 companies in Gauteng.
In 2014 Lokuhle Trading and Projects was one of 48
manufacturers chosen by Massmart for the Supplier
Development Program(SDP). Both SAB Kickstart and
Massmart SDP gave Zanele an opportunity to study through
GIBS, a tailored program that assisted Zanele on how to
better run and grow her business.

Zanele is currently expanding the business into the education
sector through the manufacturing of educational toys. Zanele
has also recently introduced ZBO Investments, a purchase
order funding company and property investment company.

ABOUT

Begin now. Begin with what you have. You will learn along the
way. You will fail. Failure is good. It helps you learn, grow and
do better. The right people will come along side you to help
you grow. As you know better, teach someone else on the
road behind you to do better. Your country needs you now
more than it ever has.

I love a quote by Leonard Ravenhill: “The opportunity of a
lifetime must seized within the lifetime of the opportunity.”
South Africa, the African Continent and the world at large
face many challenges. It is the opportunity of a lifetime.

ADVICE TO YLC CANDIDATES



40 Years young

Bcom (Rhodes) | BCTA (UJ)

MD | Non-executive Director

MEMBER  | YLC Entrepreneurship Committee
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Phakama has over 18 years in the Financial services sector, of which 15 was

spent in the Corporate & Investment Banking franchise. Prior to pivoting and

focusing on building Dandelion Capital in March 2020; her advisory & capital

raising entity; she was the CEO of Africa Rising Capital (Pty) Ltd, a South African

based corporate and project finance advisory and investment holding firm

founded in 2009. There over and above general management ,she was

responsible for new Strategy formulation & articulation, the pursuit of an

international strategic investor partnership as well as business development and

execution of mandates. Most notably she successfully led the Standard Bank Ltd

and Africa Rising Capital delegation to pitch for the South African National

Treasury Eurobond capital raise. The consortium executed and raised $5bn under

the mandate, the highest African sovereign issuance to date.

She exited the banking industry in August 2017 as a Principal at Barclays Africa

(Sector Head : Construction & related). Prior to joining Barclays, she held roles at

Standard Bank Group, Investment Solutions and at Nedbank Corporate as a

Senior Manager responsible for business development and origination in multiple

sectors including but not limited to State - owned companies, BEE Investment

Holding companies, Real Estate Investment Trusts and the Gaming and hospitality

sectors.

Phakama has a distinctive ability to connect business strategy to competencies

and people in a logical and simplified manner; to identify potential gaps as well

as overlooked opportunities for growth. This skill has become quite useful and

apparent the more elevated the conversations have progressed with decision

makers in industry. This together with one of her personal philosophies to “just do

it” has led to her success to date.

She also serves as a Non-executive Director on the following main boards; Stor-

Age Property REIT Ltd, WITS Health Consortium (Pty) Ltd and NASASA Co-

operative Ltd.

ABOUT

My journey in the corporate space has taught me that you can figure out

anything if you give yourself enough time, adopt a growth mindset and learn to

roll with the punches. It’s the professionals that have this attitude rather than the

ones who work from their own information bank that ultimately succeed in this

space. We don’t always work with people we like, in portfolio’s we enjoy or are

living our best lives but what we do when we transition through these roles/teams

determines how well we perform.

Secondly, remember that humility breeds authenticity and in fact our society is

recognising the value of authenticity in the marketplace as the birthplace for

creativity and collaboration. Those who have the ability to openly learn from

experiences and others also co – create openly and easily when necessary. This

is fundamental for value creation in the marketplace.

Lastly, be committed to something bigger than yourself as you will find that it will

be your source of fuel and resilience as you navigate the marketplace. The

ability to stay motivated during times of challenge make the journey so much

more worthwhile.

ADVICE TO YLC CANDIDATES
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Strategic Supply chain | Bcom (Hons), UNISA

MD |NON- executive Director

MEMBER  | YLC Conversations Committee
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Rhulani Hlungwani is the Managing Director of Boldpearl pty ltd. A
South African Female born and bred in a small town called Giyani
(Limpopo). Prior to venturing into business, she launched her career
in to Supply Chain Management industry. A role that positioned her
to understand the value of service excellence as an anchor for good
customer experience and business growth. Ms Hlungwani has over 16
years’ experience in logistics, Procurement and warehousing
collectively, through her employment in various industries and
noteworthy multinational corporation. It is this exposure that has
armed her with the necessary leadership, drive and resilience to
establishing and growing the Boldpearl brand to what is it today.

Her business and service model is focused on regular comprehensive
industry analysis as a method of gaining clear direction, identifying
gaps and opportunities for improvement or diversification where
possible, for business sustainability. As a business woman, she is
intentional in the pursuit for excellence, she is decisive and assertive
while maintaining a teachable spirit and outlook her own personal
and of her companies growth. Through hard work and her
perseverance spirit, Raizcorp saw it fit to award her with an award
called The Spirit of Raizcorp 2 years in a row. This is a woman who
sets clear goals and stops at nothing to achieve them

ABOUT

Hambi Nkuku wu nga ringi, ri taxa (Even if the cock does not crow, the
sun will definitely rise. It does not matter what or how the situation
is, with hard work you will definitely achieve your dreams. Everyone
that you admire today, once had a dream. Start somewhere and take
it one step at a time. Remember, Giving up is never an option.

ADVICE TO YLC CANDIDATES



25 Years young

BA in Global Business Management

FOUNDER | Director

MEMBER  | YLC Conversations Committee
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Zintle Ramano is the founder and creative director of Black African and Beautiful
(BAAB) Media Group one of South Africa’s first digital media companies that
caters solely digital services founded in 2018.

She currently possesses two diplomas in Hospitality Management from Business

Hotel & Management School Luzern and BA in Global Business Management

from Robert Gordon University.

She has appeared on publications such as Art Basel, DAZED Digital, Africans

Building Africa and MoreBranches Media and continues to be an entrepreneur

who believes with the spirit of ubuntu Africa will be the future and core

fundamental operation of the global economy.

Her current ventures also include the Zintle Ramano Foundation aimed at

empowering and funding disadvantaged young women in South Africa.

In 2020 she founded a liquor distribution company Ramano Wines and Spirits. to

put her hospitality expertise into practice.

Zintle seeks to continue to bloom as a well rounded entrepreneur and

businesswoman.

Her values lie in ethical and equal gender-based business practices.

ABOUT

Nothing is impossible if you just believe.

You can achieve anything if you are determined. 

You can manifest success if there is a plan.

You empower others just by letting your light shine. 

ADVICE TO YLC CANDIDATES



41 Years young

CA (SA) | MComm (UJ)

SENIOR LECTURER | Non-executive Director

MEMBER  | YLC Conversations Committee
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Boniswa Madikizela is a senior lecturer and member of management in the

Department of Accountancy at the University of Johannesburg. Born and bred in

Soweto, Boniswa is an eternal optimist and an inspiration to most that get to know

her. She is warm, kind-hearted, and a hard worker. Passionate about teaching,

and in particular efforts that improve the lives of individuals for the better, it is no

surprise that her research area of interest is financial literacy education.

Boniswa is a qualified Chartered Accountant who developed her professional

career as a problem solver in CIB, Standard Bank South Africa. Seeing the

impact that the industry could have on people’s lives, the more her need to

contribute to solving socio-economic challenges with her accounting qualification

grew. In 2011, she was part of the inaugural group of students, “The Pioneers” to

register at the Thabo Mbeki African Leadership Institute and in 2012 she joined

the University of Johannesburg. It is here she found that she could integrate her

job with her passion for teaching and her urge to solve problems.

Boniswa wishes of becoming a skilled opinion piece writer and a thought leader

influencing the financial literacy movement in South Africa. Since attaining her

masters qualification in 2017, she has gone out and made a noise for financial

literacy to be viewed as a critical life skill for individuals, a skill necessary to

empower individuals into taking action in improving their financial wellbeing. She

is involved with the ISASA teacher intern SAMSTIP Programme providing financial

literacy workshops. In 2019 she was invited as a speaker at the inaugural annual

TEDx University of Johannesburg “REIMAGINE” event.

Born and raised in a female-only household, Boniswa celebrates the success that

women have achieved so far in uplifting communities and hopes that her efforts in

the education and training space can have the same uplifting and sustainable

impact on individuals and communities.

ABOUT

As a people we are meant to thrive not just survive. From an early age teach

yourself to remove all the activities in your life that don’t bear fruit, the ones that

steal your time, the ones that get you stuck on survival mode. Invest in personal

transformation focusing on your well-being (mind, body and soul) it is only then

that you will thrive and not just survive.
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31 Years young

CA(SA) | Bcom (Hons), UJ

Executive Assistant

MEMBER  | YLC Conversations Committee
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Refilwe is a young and dependable trailblazer with a passion for

corporate finance and governance. She is a Chartered Accountant (SA)

and holds a BCom Degree from the University of the Johannesburg

and a Postgraduate Diploma in the Theory of Accounting from Monash

South Africa.

She completed her articles at PPC Ltd, where she had exposure to the

cement and ready-mix manufacturing industry both locally and

aboard in PPC’s rest of Africa operations in Zimbabwe, Rwanda and

Democratic Republic of Congo.

Straight from completing her articles she was appointed as Manager in

the Office of the CFO, where she further entrenched her skills of

corporate finance and governance, by having Board room exposure in

PPC’s rest of Africa operations.

Currently Refilwe is the Executive Assistant to the MD of PPC

International where she is tasked with entrenching governance

functions, assisting with the appraisal of strategic projects as well as

monitoring of cost saving and optimization initiatives in the rest of

Africa operations.

In her spare time Refilwe provides pro bono bookkeeping services to

SME’s in order to equip owners who may at times not be from a

finance background with basic financial and accounting skills which will

assist them in running thriving enterprises.

Her passion is seeing young African people succeed and achieve living

out their life’s purpose. YLC and all it’s various programmes provides

Refilwe the perfect opportunity to achieve this passion.

ABOUT

Every professional got to where they are in their lives and careers

through some or other support system; and therefore do not shy aware

from seeking advice and guidance from a mentor, a friend or

somebody you who has walked the path before you. I have had many

people act as my mentors and some of them I intentionally sought out

to be my mentors, because they have the wisdom of experience behind

them, which has been so valuable to me.

Do not be afraid to try new things or even fail at those new things, this

is you acquiring new skills and knowledge which you would have

otherwise not learnt had you not taken the plunge. At times failure is

the best teacher, it teaches you resilience and commitment, because

when you get up and try again you will certainly have a different

approach.

Lastly never under estimate the power of your networks, because it is

through these networks opportunities you would have otherwise

deemed impossible become possible; therefore never stop networking

and also becoming a somebody, someone would like to have in their

network.
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